
Sutter Park Preschool Calamity Day Assignment 1 

Please obtain the book to read or follow the link provided below to watch the story The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack 
Keats. Then complete 3 of the activities below with your child. Sign that your child completed the activities and 
give to your child’s teacher within 2 weeks of the calamity day.  

Book link: 
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=snowy+day+you+tube&FORM=VIRE1#view=detail&mid=7EF0
1078345E9E8457457EF01078345E9E845745 

1. After reading the book or watching the story, ask your child the question “What is your favorite 
part of the story and why?” You can write down their thoughts and ideas to share with their 
teacher. 

2. Make a list with your child of what Peter did in the story. 
3. Ask your child to draw a picture of at least 1 thing Peter did in the story.  
4. Put flour, cake mix, shaving cream, or salt onto a cookie sheet, plate, or tray. Provide your child 

with a straw, stick, paintbrush or they can use their own finger to imitate or copy making lines 
(vertical, horizontal, diagonal, plus sign), shapes (circle, square, triangle, rectangle) or numbers in 
the material you chose. Keep in mind that imitating is an easier skill than copying.  If your child is 
successful at this and you want to make it more challenging, name the shape or number without 
the model and have them draw the shape or number from memory. 

5. Get a bucket of snow and make several different snowballs. Place 3 snowballs in separate bowls 
or Ziploc bags. Place one outside, one in the freezer of your refrigerator and one on the counter. 
Observe the changes that occur and share those changes by talking, having the child draw or 
having the parent write down their observations.   

6. For a movement activity, encourage your child to act out forms of water or the water cycle: 1) 
Cloud (hands in a circle overhead), 2) Rain (slap hands on thighs slow and then fast),   
3) Snow (wiggle fingers from above head to ground), 4) Puddle (wiggle body on floor),  
5) Frozen puddle (stiff body), 6) Evaporate (lift back up from ground) 

Occupational Therapy (OT): If your child receives services make sure to target activity #3, # 4 or #5.  Suggestions of 
how to extend them relate to OT are as follows:  

#3.  Ask your child to draw a picture of at least 1 thing Peter did in the story.  If your child needs to work on his/her 
grasp, try using a broken crayon and an inclined surface (i.e. easel, paper taped to the refrigerator) to make your 
drawing. 

#4.  Put flour, cake mix, etc.....  Encourage your child to independently wash and dry their hands after this "messy" 
fun! 

#6.  Before going out to play in the snow, encourage your child to put on his/her coat using the flip method and 
encourage him/her to zip/unzip the zipper. 

APE/PT Services: If your child receives services for APE/PT make sure they target #5.  Weather permitting; your 
child can play outside by having a snowball fight. Encourage targeting throwing skills and balancing.  If weather is 
too cold (it's actually been warmer in Alaska...crazy!), you can have your child have a snowball fight in the 
bathtub.  Encourage targeting throwing skills and core strength while sitting. 


